


Leading in our COVID Outbreak

• This is the most unusual and 
unpredictable crisis most of us 
have experienced in our lives. 
But there's no need to start 
from scratch in trying to 
confront it.

• People look to leadership to 
provide a path -- and to provide 
confidence that there is a way 
forward that they can 
contribute to



Directing with a Clear Path

In times of crisis, there are two directions 
human nature can take us:
1. fear, helplessness and victimization or 
2. self-actualization and engagement. On 

the latter, 
If leaders have a clear way forward, human 
beings are amazingly resilient. There is a 
documented "rally effect."



What do your people need?
Four universal needs that followers have 
of leaders:

• Trust
• Compassion
• Stability
• Hope

People look for these traits in their 
leaders as a signal that their life will be 
OK and that they can be part of the 
solution.



Auditing your Leadership

1. My leadership has a clear 
plan of action.

2. I feel well-prepared to do my 
job.

3. My supervisor keeps me 
informed about what is 
going on.

4. My organization cares about 
my wellbeing.



Use known Predictors

A key predictor of low worry 
and high confidence is 
whether each employee 
believes, and experiences, 
that the organization is 
looking out for their best 
interest.



Keep Perspective
We need to think of every challenge, 
dilemma and opportunity from three 
perspectives: 

• that of the people we exist to serve,

• our staff’s well being and morale, and
•
• our organization’s health and 

resilience. 



What can we do to Help? 

• We can’t continue business as usual but 
can we adapt our skills and learning to new 
circumstances 

• We need to think of the most vulnerable 
people we exist to help, and really think 
through what we can do to help them. 

• We must go the extra mile to build the 
linkages and partnerships to make life 
easier and the support more seamless. 



We Must Control…

There are many things we can’t control, 
but some that we can and must. 

• The assurances we can offer, 
• the support we make available, 
• the way we communicate; 

Staff need to trust us at the best of times; 
doubly so when the going is hardest. 



Looking past COVID-19

• None of our organizations will be the 
same in 2021 as they were in 2019. 

• Remember to put your masks on first in 
all this

HOMEWORK: book 15 min webex (using 
video ) tea with a colleague



Happy spring everyone!  I look forward to our 
summer pot luck (and that bacon cheese dip!)
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